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Plan ahead so you're prepared when disaster strikesDisaster preparedness is a topic that
everyone should consider. No matter where people live, the potential for a natural or man-
made disaster exists. In Disaster Preparedness, expert authors Rod Brouhard and Crystal
Kline guide you through almost every possible scenario, so you and your family can be
prepared. This practical, essential reference gives you the essentials including tips for
producing and conserving drinkable water, generating emergency power, creating and
maintaining emergency food supplies, and much more. Written without political or religious
bias, Disaster Preparedness is a reference that every home can use before, during, and after
disaster strikes.Here's what you'll find inside:Practical worksheets, checklists, and instructions
for surviving almost any possible disaster scenarioGuidance for making a survival plan,
evacuating for specific disasters, and making a preparedness kit, plus tips for storing and
packing survival gear including food, health and hygiene necessities, first aid kits, and
medicinesAdvice on storing and managing essential documents, with tips on what to take and
what not to takeExpert advice on securing your home in the event of a disaster, including
protecting your property and belongingsFirst aid tips for dealing with many common first aid
emergencies and injuries that can occur during disastersPractical tips for picking up the pieces
after disaster strikes
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Crystal, two emergency preparedness experts, were writing a book about personal
preparedness, I was thrilled. I knew their combined 35 years of practical experience would
result in a commonsense approach rather than simply theory, which is found in so many
preparedness books.I first learned of Crystal Kline through the City of Tulsa’s very innovative
and nationally known disaster prevention program, Project Impact. Tulsa was already known for
its award-winning benchmark storm water management program. As a Project Impact
community, it moved further ahead in its goal to create a disaster-resistant community. In
forging creative and innovative public/private partnerships, it built a significant awareness of
disaster preparedness among the community.Tulsa Project Impact inspired true community
engagement, and that was the key to its success. The citizens were a vital part of this initiative;
without their enthusiasm, input, and hard work, it would have failed. Kline’s contribution in
building that partnership was significant.She has worked with organizations in testing their



response plans, and she has taken her expertise to Haiti along with my firm, Witt O’Brien’s,
where as part of the JP/Haiti Relief Organization and the Clinton Global Initiative, she
developed curriculum and worked with a team to train residents of Haiti’s largest tent city to
become their own first responders after a disaster.Rod Brouhard also is a professional from the
trenches. As a paramedic for more than 20 years, he has seen firsthand what happens to
individuals who are not in a position to take care of themselves for the first 72 hours after an
incident.During my 8 years at FEMA, we handled 373 major disasters, including the Northridge
Earthquake, the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, and the Malibu
Wildfires. Since that time, we have built an emergency management company that has helped
major organizations and communities with the planning for, response to, and long-term
recovery from many of the largest disasters in our nation and around the world.During that
time, I have noticed that in a crisis, people may respond in ways you would not expect. During
a disaster, you see the best and the worst in people—most particularly, in the way they
respond during the moment of crisis. Some manage better than others, and not necessarily the
ones you would expect. The common difference seems to be in how well prepared they are for
the unexpected.A 2009 Citizen Corps National Survey demonstrated that a majority of people
rely on emergency responders (fire, police, and rescue) in the first 72 hours of a disaster.
However, findings show that in the initial response, those individuals are too involved in actual
search and rescue to handle the immediate needs of most of the public. This highlights the
need for personal responsibility.Growing up in rural Arkansas, I used to hear the saying, “If the
ox is in the ditch, 1 D4” The unfinished part of that was “you get in the ditch and get him out.” In
1993, the federal standard for managing disasters was to get the ox out of the ditch. But I felt it
would be much better and more cost effective to build a fence so the ox wouldn’t get in the
ditch in the first place.One of the major ways emergency management has grown is in its
success in building fences. Not only have local, state, and federal government learned to build
fences, but they have seen the value in teaching their citizens to build fences as well. Today,
thousands of training courses are available, as are websites, columns, blogs, books, and
videos, all with the mission of making the average business owner, homeowner, school, and
family better equipped to meet disasters.This book is, to some degree, a result of the hard
work of many, many people over the past 20 years. It is a book about disasters, about
survivors, and about how you can better prepare your family to come through crises. It is an
important book in that it highlights the essential role individuals play in their own disaster
preparedness.It is, by its nature, a book about taking responsibility. About being true to yourself
and to those for whom you are responsible. I hope that as you read through it, you will be
inspired by the real-life stories of people who weathered disasters. Some were more prepared
than others, but all survived. They have taken the extraordinarily courageous action of telling
their stories; exposing themselves in the hope that their ordeals can be used to help others.I
hope you will honor their courage by reading their stories and then following the
commonsense, practical guidance this book offers. Because all the preparedness courses and
books in the world won’t help if we don’t take action, take responsibility, and help
ourselves.Let’s get busy and build some fences.James Lee WittDirector, Federal Emergency
Management Agency (1993–2001)Executive Chairman of the Board, Witt
O’Brien’sIntroductionIn 2005, Lesley Smiley, a single woman in her 50s, found herself in a hotel
lobby in New Orleans where, for 6 days, she and many others found shelter from Hurricane
Katrina. During that time, she and the other hotel guests and staff rationed food and shared
living space that had no ventilation and one bathroom that had no running water. Several pet
dogs were among the refugees, too.Jim Lane was a real estate agent in Joplin, Missouri, in



2011. He was eating with friends when the power went out, and the management announced
they were under a tornado warning. Jim and the other diners moved to the restaurant’s walk-in
cooler. When the storm passed, Jim and his friends returned to the dining room, still dark and
without power, and finished their meal.Seven year-old Billy Bass was playing outside his home
in Wichita Falls, Texas, in 1964, when the sirens began to sound at nearby Sheppard Air Force
Base, where his father worked. A moment later, Billy’s mother appeared and announced that
they were under a tornado warning and would be taking shelter. But first, they sat on lawn
chairs in the front yard with their neighbors, watching the tornado approach across flat terrain
that went on for miles. When the mile-wide F-5 tornado came uncomfortably close to Billy’s
home, he, his mother, and his sisters retreated to a neighbor’s storm shelter to ride out the
storm.Debi Gade is a television news producer on a cable network station on Long Island.
When Superstorm Sandy approached in 2012, Debi was at the station covering it while her
family endured Sandy’s direct fury on Long Beach. With no phone lines available, she had no
way of knowing how her husband and two children fared. The next morning, Debi frantically
drove to the island, only to find the bridges were closed, blocked by National Guardsmen. Debi
drove to the next town, parked her car, and walked through the rain to the bridge, only to be
told she couldn’t pass. Hysterical and determined to find her family, she forced her way past
two guardsmen and took off running.This book is not about surviving the apocalypse. However,
in many ways, these and other natural disasters are very similar to what people imagine when
they think of the end of the world—the deprivation, horror, and helplessness many experience
for days, weeks, or even months. But no bomb, electromagnetic pulse, or other man-made
weapon struck New Orleans. It was a hurricane—a hurricane experts had warned could hit the
city for years. In fact, city leaders had discussed such a storm in a disaster preparedness
exercise called Hurricane Pam practiced just a year before Katrina hit. (Hurricane Pam was
eerily prescient of Hurricane Katrina, which makes it even sadder so many in the city were
unprepared.)The twenty-first century has seen a marked increase in both frequency and
intensity of natural disasters compared with earlier centuries. In fact, weather-related disasters
leading to major losses have quintupled over the past 30 years. Whether or not the human race
is responsible for climate change, it can no longer be denied that the oceans are getting
warmer and rising or that the polar ice cap and glaciers are melting. These events, in turn, are
impacting our weather cycles.In 2012, global natural disasters combined to cause economic
losses of $200 billion—just above the 10-year average of $187 billion. Superstorm Sandy was
the single costliest event of 2012. In the months since Sandy ravaged the United States’
eastern seaboard, estimated costs have gone from $20 billion to $65 billion to more than
Katrina’s final cost, projected to be $125 billion. What’s more, Superstorm Sandy killed 254
people. Katrina killed 1,836 people. Haiti’s 2010 earthquake cost $20 billion and killed 226,431
people. Southeast Asia’s 2004 tsunami cost $17 billion and killed 230,000 people.Natural
disasters are becoming more frequent and more intense. They are costing more in terms of
lives, property, and overall economic losses to communities and society as a whole. Although
natural disasters can’t be prevented, you can plan and prepare yourself ahead of time to
minimize or even prevent the damage to your home—and your life.In this book, we highlight
common disasters and explain how you can best prepare for them. This is not a handbook for
surviving a nuclear attack. We don’t include instructions on how to grow your own nonhybrid
crops, or how to fend off attacks from neighboring communities who want your food and water.
We don’t offer suggestions on liquidating your assets and buying gold. We do, however, include
sections on what to do about contaminated water resulting from a storm or earthquake. We
share tips on putting together a family preparedness kit. And we offer ideas on how you can get



involved with your local Community Emergency Response Team in the event that you and your
neighbors have to be the first responders on the scene until the official first responders
arrive.We also explore planning for both evacuations and sheltering in place, and how to
communicate to the outside world. We look at testing your family preparedness plans with drills
and exercises as well as and how to stock up on the supplies you need. We review the various
types of assistance offered after a disaster; give advice on staying safe in the first moments
and days after a disaster, and explain how unsolicited volunteers and donations can do more
harm than good. We address how to cope with stress; go over special needs, medical needs,
and sheltering issues, as well as offer pointers on building back stronger and smarter.Disasters
happen. That’s just a fact of life. Widespread disasters that impact entire communities can
rarely, if ever, be prevented. However, you can lessen the impact they have on you and your
family. With the realistic scenarios presented in these pages, along with instructions on how to
prepare for those scenarios, you’ll be much better equipped to respond to—and recover from—
storms, fires, floods, and other horrific events.It’s far too easy to get complacent and believe
disasters won’t happen to you and only happen to other people 1 D4 until they happen to you.
Only in the first 72 hours after a disaster do you really understand the need to plan and
prepare. Once those 72 hours are gone, your life begin to approach something similar to
normal and complacency returns.If you’re going to survive more frequent and more intense
natural disasters; if you’re going to survive the occasional chemical spill or house fire; if you’re
going to survive this thing called life, you must expect the unexpected, anticipate the
unanticipated, and think about the unthinkable.And prepare.How to Use This BookWe’ve
divided this book into several parts, each of which helps you that much more as you prepare
you for disasters or hazards you might face. Sidebars sprinkled throughout the text share more
of what we have to teach you and what we feel you need to know.We’ve also included
numerous checklists, forms, and worksheets throughout the book. Look for them on the last
pages of the appropriate chapters to find the information you need. We hope you’ll find these
pages invaluable as you educate and prepare yourself for surviving the storms of
life.AcknowledgmentsMy wife, Melanie; my daughter, Marie; and our dogs put up with my
absences—both physical and cerebral—for long stretches, and I thank and love them dearly for
it. Special thanks to all our real-life subjects for bearing their souls about such vulnerable times
of their lives. I’d like to extend a special thank you to my co-author, Crystal. You made this book
what it is. —RodI would like to express my infinite gratitude to Ann Patton, Roger Jolliff, and
Kim Fuller. Thank you for introducing me to the fascinating world of emergency management
and for always believing in me. Thanks to Josh and Lindsay Kline for your patience while I was
tied to on my laptop. And thank you to disaster survivors Lesley Smiley, Debi Gade, Jim Lane,
and Billy Bass for sharing your stories, exposing your pain, and tearing at old wounds in order
to help others. —Crystal1Before Disaster StrikesIt seems that hardly a day goes by when we
don’t hear of a disaster—natural or man-made—occurring abroad, a few states away, or even
across town. Disasters and hazards are so unpredictable, the value of planning ahead cannot
be underestimated. For proof, all you have to do is look at the structural, physical, emotional,
and economic tolls communities and families face after failing to prepare for the worst.By
picking up this book, you recognize the need to plan for worst-case scenarios. The very fact
that you’re thinking about it shows commendable foresight, but simply thinking about it isn’t
enough.In Part 1, we talk about planning. We go over the types of information you need for
your plan, discuss when to evacuate and when to shelter in place, and also tell you how to
prepare your family’s preparedness kit. We explore some of the tools and supplies you need,
share advice on building a financial preparedness kit, explain how to protect your important



documents, and go over some essential information on preparing your house for the
approaching hazard.1Making a Survival PlanOn August 26, 2005, Lesley Smiley began her
drive home from the Orleans Parish Civil District Courthouse, where she worked as a
researcher. It was Friday night in New Orleans. Single and in her 50s, Lesley was looking
forward to a relaxing weekend with friends after a short Saturday shift at her second job. New
Orleans Saints fans were converging on the Superdome with their traditional chants of “Who
dat?” and the hot, humid air carried the sounds of live music as street musicians settled into
their regular Friday night spots. All across the Big Easy, residents and tourists alike were
preparing for a typical weekend night.Meanwhile, in the Florida Panhandle, people were
making preparations of a different sort. For the past week, Hurricane Katrina had been varying
in intensity between a tropical storm and a Category 1 hurricane, and it was destined to make
landfall in Pensacola.But that was Florida, which is surrounded by water and often sees a
number of such storms. It had been decades since New Orleans had taken a direct hit from a
hurricane. Sure, it had suffered damage from hurricanes that made landfall nearby, such as
Georges in 1998 and Ivan in 2004. But the last hurricane to wreak devastation on New Orleans
had been Hurricane Camille in 1965, and even that wasn’t a direct hit.Camille made landfall as
a Category 5 hurricane, but the scope and intensity of her destruction was credited in part to
the fact that she arrived with very little warning. The storm was predicted to make landfall in the
Florida Panhandle, but it never took its expected eastern turn and, as a result, less than 50
percent of the population west of Pass Christian evacuated. Because she caught so many
unprepared, Camille became the third-deadliest hurricane in the twentieth century.That was in
1969; this was 2005. Meteorology had improved so much over the last several decades. What
were the chances that another hurricane would hit New Orleans with so little warning?
Meteorologists had been watching Hurricane Katrina throughout the week, and the storm was
predicted to hit the Florida Panhandle by late Sunday or early Monday.But as Lesley drove
toward her home in the West Bank, she heard a radio news report that made her stomach sink.
Nearby Plaquemines Parish had been placed under a mandatory evacuation order. Hurricane
Katrina would barely miss the Florida Panhandle, and the storm was heading straight for New
Orleans.When Disaster LoomsLesley had lived in New Orleans for 15 years. She had
experienced tropical storms and some hurricane activity, but the short notice of this warning
stunned her. By 6 P.M., Katrina’s sudden shift toward New Orleans with an expected Category
5 strength was all over the news.Lesley remembers conflicting feelings of denial and an
urgency to come up with a survival plan. She called several friends, but no one answered. She
began to seriously consider her options, and the outlook wasn’t good. “I knew my car wouldn’t
make it to Baton Rouge because it had a cracked radiator,” she remembers. So she went
through the Yellow Pages, calling car rental companies to see if any vehicles were available—
and pushing back the sense of urgency that was getting a little too close to
panic.PREPARATION SAVES LIVESWe cannot stop natural disasters but we can arm
ourselves with knowledge: so many lives wouldn’t have to be lost if there was enough disaster
preparedness.—Petra N�¶Ö6ðvá, Czech model, author, and philanthropist injured in Thailand
during a tsunami that killed her fiancé, photographer Simon Atlee, after the 2004 Indian Ocean
earthquakeA native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Lesley knew from experience the vital significance of
being prepared for disasters. Tulsa has seen everything from tornadoes, to ice storms, to
wildfires, to floods. Living in Tornado Alley, Tulsans must be ready at a moment’s notice when
warned to take shelter from an approaching tornado.But tornadoes are vastly different from
hurricanes. A tornado touches down, does its damage, and is quickly gone. A hurricane lasts
hours—sometimes even days. And a hurricane often packs wind speeds just as fast and



powerful as any tornado.The one advantage a hurricane has over a tornado is its advance
warning. A tornado might be spotted in time to give as much as 20 minutes’ advance warning.
(The average lead time is 13 minutes.) According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), preparedness actions are difficult to take with hurricanes once winds
reach tropical storm force. Hurricane warnings are issued 36 hours in advance of those
expected tropical storm–force winds. New Orleans did not get 36 hours’ advance notice of the
tropical storm–force winds that preceded Katrina’s landfall.Lesley’s upbringing in Tornado Alley
was a huge benefit when Katrina veered toward New Orleans. She knew she needed to have a
plan.AWARENESS ISN’T ENOUGHHaving enough awareness to know you need a plan and
actually taking the actions to develop one are two completely different things.No rental cars
were available. It was late, and Lesley had to work the next day. Work had not been called off
yet, and Lesley hoped against hope that it wouldn’t have to be. She went to bed with no solid
plan in mind for how she was going to escape Katrina.The Importance of Advance
PlanningDisasters happen—and they don’t wait until you’re prepared for them. How well you
come through a disaster could depend on how prepared you are when it strikes.Planning for a
disaster is similar to planning for any of life’s contingencies. You know there’s a possibility you
might someday experience health issues, so you purchase health insurance. Or to avoid
leaving the cost of your medical bills or funeral to loved ones or bickering about your estate,
you purchase life insurance, write a will, and leave instructions on how you want your money
and possessions divided.Planning for a disaster is no different. It’s a responsibility you should
take as seriously as purchasing insurance—even more so, in fact, because proper planning
could save your life. Your plan doesn’t have to be detailed and complicated. It can be as simple
as “When you hear the sirens, get into the shelter.”Billy Bass was almost 7 years old on April 3,
1964. He remembers the day was warm, and he and his sisters spent much of it playing
outside in their Wichita Falls, Texas, yard.Then his mother, who had heard the sirens from
nearby Sheppard Air Force Base, came outside and announced that a tornado was coming.
Before seeking shelter, however, Billy, along with his mother and his sisters, joined their
neighbors already watching the tornado approach.“The area was flat and hilly,” Billy
remembers. “You could see [the storm] coming …. It was a mile wide. Enormous. We watched
it for several miles …. When it got to within about a mile of us, … things got dead still. There
were no sounds of animals, of birds chirping—it just got dead still … without so much as a
breeze blowing. And you could actually feel the pressure, … it was like it was sucking the air
out of your mouth. The air became a kind of green, a real eerie color.” At that point, Billy’s
mother ushered the family into the storm shelter.Billy’s house was damaged, but it survived the
storm. His neighborhood lost more than 100 homes that day, and throughout Wichita Falls, the
tornado left 7 dead and more than 100 injured, destroyed about 225 homes and businesses,
and caused approximately $15 million in property damage. Meteorologists rated the tornado an
F-5 on the Fujita scale.DEFINITIONThe Fujita scale (F-scale) is a method of measuring or
rating tornado intensity, based on the damage inflicted on buildings and vegetation. It was
replaced with the Enhanced Fujita scale (EF-scale) in 2007.In the 1960s, folks were advised to
crack open windows in their homes and cars to alleviate the pressure a tornado caused. That
idea has long been debunked—cracking the windows actually generates a lifting force, making
it easier for the storm to rip off the roof of a house or pick up a car. But in 1964, the idea of
cracking the windows to normalize the pressure seemed to make sense.So when the sirens
went off, Billy’s father, who was at the nearby Air Force base, went out to crack the windows on
his car—locking himself outside the building in the process. Unable to get back inside the
building, he rode out the tornado in his car.The base took a direct hit, and the tornado picked



up Billy’s father’s car and turned it nearly 360 degrees without rolling it over. A great deal of
dust got sucked into the car, and Billy’s father came home covered in mud but otherwise
unharmed.Billy’s family had experienced several tornadoes before this one, and their plan was
simple: take shelter and ride it out. Had they not been prepared with a plan, the outcome could
have been far worse for all of them.In this chapter, we help you put together your own plan so
you’re not caught unprepared when warning sirens go off.Communication Is KeyA family
preparedness plan is just that: a family preparedness plan. It’s vitally important that each
member of your family participates in and contributes to your plan and that each member feels
a sense of ownership over the planning process. Otherwise, they might not be familiar enough
with it to actually use it when the time comes. Or fear might lock them in their tracks. Fear of
the unknown is one of the biggest barriers to getting through a disaster smoothly.Schedule a
series of family meetings in which you discuss the hazards your family faces—fires, tornadoes,
earthquakes, severe thunderstorms, and other potential hazards that could hit your area—as
well as the various components of your plan. Communicate with each other, but also
communicate with yourself. It’s vitally important to be realistic about the risks you face and
about your responsibility to prepare for them.CHILDREN AND DISASTERSChildren can be
sensitive and frightened by the various what-ifs you’ll discuss during your planning meetings.
Remember, by talking about drills as games, and with the use of play and pretend, this
planning time can also give them a feeling of empowerment and control.Plan for each possible
hazard to take place at anytime during the day or night, and take into account that each
member of your family might be in different locations such as home, school, work, or a friend’s
house. Come up with a plan for how and where to meet after a disaster.It’s important that all
family members have memorized names, addresses, and phone numbers, so you can get in
touch with one another if you’re separated. Cell towers may be overwhelmed or completely
disabled after a disaster, and making phone calls on your cell phone could be difficult at best.
In some situations, cell phones might not be able to send or receive local calls, but can receive
them from out of state. So have an out-of-state friend or relative designated for everyone to
check in with to ensure everyone is okay.Even though your ability to make phone calls may be
hampered, it may still be possible to text because texting is done on a different frequency. So if
your calling capability is cut off, your phone might still be able to send and receive
texts.Assessing Your RisksOne of the first steps to developing your family’s disaster plan is
identifying your local risks and vulnerabilities. Knowing what disasters you’re likely to face
means you can successfully plan and prepare for possible outcomes.For example, do you live
in an area at high risk for earthquakes? Do you live in Tornado Alley, or maybe in a coastal
area where hurricanes and tropical storms are common? Do you live near a body of water
such as a lake or river? Even a small creek nearby could put you at risk of flooding.Perhaps
you live in an area that puts you at risk for man-made disasters—close to oil refineries or
chemical plants, for instance. Or do you live or work near a railroad that transports many
dangerous chemicals through your community on a frequent basis?Make a list of your family’s
potential hazards. And think about what other hazards you might encounter—oil spill? refinery
explosion?—and add these to your list, too (see “Worksheet: Your Family Survival Plan” at the
end of this chapter).OVERPLAN RATHER THAN UNDERPLANIt might seem excessive to plan
for each and every hazard or disaster you could encounter. But remember, it’s better to
overplan for potential disasters than be caught off guard by something you didn’t consider and,
therefore, plan for.Thinking about the possibilities and discussing them together as a family
helps you take ownership over what happens. It gives you a sense of security, of control in
circumstances that are generally beyond your control. No plan will be perfect; there will always



be bumps and glitches, unforeseen and unexpected. However, planning, preparing, and
discussing these things gives you an advantage and a level of peace and security. The ability
to remain calm and in control, and to act quickly and with purpose when necessary, are
valuable benefits of taking the time to plan and prepare.Evacuate or Stay Put?Saturday, Lesley
and the other employees were sent home after only a couple hours. At that point, she felt as
though her options were closing in on her. With none of her friends answering their phones,
and no rental cars available, Lesley knew she had to evacuate, but to where?Using the Yellow
Pages again as her guide, she began calling every hotel in the area. After several solid hours
of calling, she finally found a hotel that had vacancies and reserved a room for two
nights.“That’s what people do if there’s a hurricane,” she says. “They go the route of vertical
evacuation. They go to a high-rise hotel, taking just enough pieces of clothing and personal
items for about two days. Because they figure, okay, it’s going to hit, and there’s going to be a
lot of glass, and it will take the city possibly two, three, or four days to clean it up. But you know
that’s not what happened.”Lesley moved what furnishings she could to interior rooms, away
from the windows. She also removed her curtains so they wouldn’t get wet and mold. And then
she made her way to her hotel.DEFINITIONVertical evacuation means to move to a higher
floor or ground, to get as far above sea level as possible. For Lesley, that meant staying in a
hotel above the projected water surge. In a tsunami, it means going as far inland and upward
as possible, as quickly as possible.When you have your list of risks—natural and man-made—
your next step is to think about each separately and ask yourself, “When this disaster occurs,
do I evacuate, or do I shelter in place?” Add the answer to this question to your survival plan
(see “Worksheet: Your Family Survival Plan” at the end of this chapter).The following sections
offer an at-a-glance look at where you should weather out a storm or other hazard—at home or
inside another structure, or completely away from the danger zone. Chapter 9 offers much
more in-depth information and specifics for different kinds of disasters, so be sure to review
that chapter, too. And for further guidance on how to prepare for risks, check out the Federal
Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) site, ; FEMA’s , and The American Red Cross’s .If
you have any doubts on the appropriate plan of action, your local news or emergency
management should have instructions. These are often given via television, radio, and warning
sirens; NOAA weather radios; and even social media.If your community emergency
management officials or meteorologists tell you to take cover immediately, do exactly as they
say. The same is true for instructions to evacuate. These aren’t suggestions made casually.
Your safety and well-being are too important to disobey.EarthquakesWhen an earthquake hits,
how you should respond depends on where you are. If you’re indoors, get on the floor, take
cover under something sturdy, and stay protected until the earthquake is over. If you’re outside,
stay outside, and move away from buildings, power lines, and other potential
hazards.NATIONWIDE HAZARDWe tend to think of earthquakes as being a West Coast
hazard, but 45 states are at high-to-moderate risk for earthquakes. The New Madrid fault line
responsible for the 1811 New Madrid earthquake that shook homes as far away as
Washington, D.C., stretches southwest from New Madrid, Missouri, and has the potential to
affect Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi.Extreme
HeatIn extreme summer heat, stay inside as much as possible and keep your body cool and
damp. Turn on the air conditioner or fans, and take cool baths to keep your temperature from
rising with the thermometer outside.If you must be outside, try to stay in the shade as much as
possible. Wear wide-brimmed hats, use sunscreen, and continually drink water.HEAT
WAVEThe heat wave of summer 2012 killed 82 people in the United States and Canada. July
2012 was the hottest month in U.S. history, with average high temperatures soaring above



100ºF (38ºC).FiresIf your home is on fire, and you can’t quickly put out the fire with a fire
extinguisher, get out. To avoid potential smoke inhalation, drop to the ground and crawl your
way out if you have to. If your clothes catch on fire, stop, drop, and roll back and forth until the
fire is out.If wildfires are burning in your area, pay attention to local emergency instructions. If
you’re told to evacuate, do it. If you’re not instructed to leave, and you plan on sheltering in
place, keep an eye on local reports. Wildfires can change directions quickly. Also check your
roof and surrounding yard regularly for sparks or burning embers that could erupt into
flame.FloodsWhen floodwaters begin to rise, so should you—get to higher ground. Evacuation
versus shelter in place depends on where you are.Generally speaking, most emergency
management professionals advise staying indoors. If you’re inside a multistory building, go to
higher floors using the stairs, not the elevator.And never, ever drive on water-covered
roads.BEWARE WATER-COVERED ROADSOn Memorial Day weekend 1984, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, experienced thunderstorms that dumped 12 inches of rain within just a few hours.
Most Tulsans were unprepared for the storms because meteorologists had predicted a
beautiful and sunny weekend. The flooding caused $180 million in damages and killed 14
people. All 14 were killed while driving on water-covered roadways.HurricanesWith hurricanes,
the best thing to do is evacuate. If you can’t evacuate, shelter in place.As mentioned earlier,
hurricanes differ drastically from tornadoes in the amount of notice given. There’s a pretty big
difference between 13 minutes and 36 hours before tropical storm–force winds
arrive.TornadoesIn the case of a tornado, shelter in place—unless you live in a mobile/
manufactured home. If you’re in a mobile/manufactured home, go to the nearest storm shelter
immediately.MOBILITY = VULNERABILITYThe very thing that makes mobile/manufactured
homes mobile—their lightweight structure unattached to a foundation—is what makes them so
vulnerable during tornadoes. In the March 12, 2012, tornadoes that struck Kentucky and
Indiana, 24 people were killed inside mobile/manufactured homes that were slammed, tossed,
flipped, or crumbled. That number represents a full two thirds of the total of 34 people killed.
Emergency managers are loathe to encourage people to leave one shelter for another during a
tornado warning, but they highly recommend it if you’re in a mobile/manufactured home.Winter
StormsObviously, stay indoors if you can, and stay as warm and dry as possible by layering on
clothes and blankets.If a winter storm catches you in your car, stay in your car. Turn on your
hazard lights, and get out of the way of traffic but somewhere where you can still be seen.
Don’t get out of your car and walk in a blizzard unless a shelter is within just a few steps.Man-
Made DisastersWhen referring to a tornado or other natural disaster, “sheltering in place”
means staying inside a safe shelter as opposed to fleeing the area. However, when referring to
a man-made disaster, such as a chemical spill, shelter-in-place has a slightly different
meaning.When dealing with a release of chemicals or other hazardous materials, you should
move inside a safe structure and close and lock all doors and windows until given the all-clear
by emergency personnel. This means you don’t leave to pick up your children from school, go
home, or do anything else but stay put. (The school will be sheltering in place also, and won’t
let you in anyway.) Be sure to close all ventilation systems, too. Be alert to emergency
personnel going door-to-door giving the all-clear or providing instructions in case the situation
changes.If you believe you have been exposed to a dangerous chemical, call 911 or your local
emergency response number, and seek medical help as quickly as possible.PREPAREDNESS
AWAY FROM HOMEIt’s important for you and your family to be prepared at home, but you
don’t spend all your time at home. Find out what preparedness plans are in place at your place
of work and at your child’s school. If none are currently in place, urge your office’s facility
maintenance department or your child’s school to develop such plans. Your insistence could



save lives.Practice Makes PerfectYou can make exercises and drills fun for children by
presenting them as play and pretend. By practicing the steps your family will take during
specific events, children learn how to respond when the time comes. Be very clear that drills
are only play, you’re not in danger, and everyone is and will remain safe throughout the
process.Practice evacuations for fires and hurricanes, and practice sheltering in place for
earthquakes and tornadoes. Make a game of practicing “stop, drop, and roll” for fires and “drop,
cover, and hold on” for earthquakes. Discuss the best place in the home to go to during a
tornado warning, and time the children to see who can get there the fastest. Be sure that if
your children are ever home alone during a warning, that they know what the signals are for
sheltering in place and they know to go to an upper floor for flooding and to a basement, an
inner room with no windows or outer walls, or a safe room for tornadoes.Teach your children
how and when to dial 911 (also be sure they know when not to dial 911), and help them
memorize your names, address, and phone numbers as soon as they’re able to learn them.
This will help reunite family members in the case of separation during a disaster.Practice
power outages by turning off the lights. Be sure everyone knows where the emergency
preparedness kit is and how to use a flashlight.Be sure everyone knows where the smoke
alarms are located and recognize the sound they make. Use the smoke alarms to kick off your
fire drills. Be sure each family member knows where the fire extinguishers are kept and how to
use them. Practice using the fire extinguishers on imaginary fires. (Don’t start a real fire for the
purpose of extinguishing it.)Practicing, playing, and pretending your family is responding to a
disaster creates a much better chance each one of you will survive a real-life disaster. Your
family plan will consist of more than a list of hazards and a schedule for drills. To be effective, it
needs to address how you will communicate with each other; prearranged meeting places;
phone numbers of workplaces, schools, and doctors; insurance information; Social Security
numbers; and many other important pieces of information that will be extremely valuable in the
case of a catastrophe. If certain family members have special needs, address those needs in
your plan. If you have pets, include them, too.Account for everything and everyone. You can
never be too prepared.Creating Your PlanYou can create your survival plan in any number of
ways, from writing it down and posting it on the refrigerator to holding a family meeting to
discuss your options and deciding on a course of action for every potential disaster your family
faces.Keep the information current, updating it once a year when, for example, you change the
battery in your smoke detector.Store your survival plan in a safe place, such as a safe-deposit
box in a bank in another town. (Be sure to record the bank contact information and safe-deposit
box number as well.) If you have a safe room, store a copy of your plan there, too, inside a fire-
proof safe or a metal box.Each family member should keep a copy of it at his or her place of
work and in his or her car, and each child should keep a copy in his or her school backpack.
This information also should be stored on each family member’s smartphone, laptop, and
tablet.Above all, be sure everyone knows what to do in case of an emergency, whether they’re
home or out of the house, at work, at school, at a neighbor’s, etc.Worksheet: Your Family
Survival PlanUse this worksheet to map out your family’s survival plan.Plans for Potential
HazardsThinking about and planning for the natural disasters and hazards you could
encounter makes you better prepared for if and when something does happen.Family
Meetings, Drills, and Meeting PlacesSchedule your meetings during times when your family is
all together—at the dinner table during dessert or an evening snack perhaps. During those
meetings, discuss your reconciliation plans—how you will communicate and where you all will
meet after a disaster. Likewise, when scheduling and planning drills, each family member
needs to participate either in the planning or the play. Their participation during each step of



the process ensures that the information thrown at them during the real thing is “old data,”
which will take less time to process.Family meetings to discuss the survival plan are scheduled
for:Family disaster drills and exercises are scheduled for:In case the family is separated during
a disaster, our predetermined meeting place is:Family Contact InformationInclude information
for each family member here. (Add more as needed for additional family members.) If you live
alone, add contact information of close friends as well as family who live elsewhere.What’s the
school’s disaster plan?What are the procedures for parent/child reconciliation?Is there a
shelter on the school campus? Where do teachers and students go to shelter in place? What
are the evacuation plans?What’s the school’s disaster plan?What are the procedures for parent/
child reconciliation?Is there a shelter on the school campus? Where do teachers and students
go to shelter in place? What are the evacuation plans?Medical and Insurance InformationIf you
or members of your family are seriously injured or ill and hospitalized as a result of the
disaster, having the following information with you can expedite the transfer of medical records
to the hospital, resulting in more effective medical care with fewer risks.Out-of-State
ContactsList the names of predetermined out-of-state friends or family members to check in
with after a disaster.Safe-Deposit Box InformationIf you have a safe-deposit box, make a note
of the bank in which it’s located along with the box number.Emergency Pet ShelterIf you have
pets, you need to prepare in advance for their survival during a disaster. If you can keep your
pets with you, by all means do so. If you need to provide alternate shelter at a friend’s or family
member’s, record that information. Some hotels accept pets, and these might be alternative
options for shelter during a storm.Social Security NumbersKeep the following confidential
information in a safe-deposit box or safe. Do not distribute copies in children’s backpacks or at
work for risk of identity theft.Social Security numbers of each family member:2Your Family
Preparedness KitAs Lesley prepared her apartment for the approaching storm—moving her
furnishings to the back of her apartment, removing the drapes, and taping the windows—she
also quickly went through her files and grabbed all her important papers and documents. She
put them in a plastic box and placed the box in the trunk of her car before she left for the hotel
room she’d booked.Fortunately, Lesley was able to ride out the storm and immediate aftermath
in the hotel. Also lucky for her, her car was protected during the storm in the hotel’s interior
parking structure, and her papers were still there weeks later when she went back to get her
car.But what if Lesley hadn’t been able to book that hotel room? What if she was forced to
evacuate elsewhere? And what if she hadn’t been able to find that interior spot for her car?
What if she had parked outdoors? In all likelihood, she would have lost her car and the
documents stored inside.Lesley needed a plan, and she needed a preparedness kit.The
Importance of a Preparedness KitIn Chapter 1, you learned how to create your family’s survival
plan before a disaster strikes. But planning is only a part of your disaster preparedness efforts.
You also need to test your family’s plan with drills and have a family preparedness kit
assembled and at the ready the moment a hazard occurs.A kit is necessary whether you
evacuate or shelter in place. You’ll be grateful for it when access to fresh water is cut off and
you have plenty in your kit, or when the ground is covered with glass, nails, or other debris, and
you can pull on the boots you packed months ago.In this chapter, we explain how to assemble
a preparedness kit with items that will help you and your family get through the first several
days after a disaster. (We look at testing your survival plan by running your family through
practice drills in Chapter 6.)Creating Your KitYour kit can be very basic and contain just the
essentials you think you need, or it can be very comprehensive and include everything we
recommend in this chapter. Building a comprehensive kit can be expensive, so it’s best to build
it a little at a time. By adding one new item each week, you can slowly assemble a



comprehensive family preparedness kit that will be a lifesaver in case of emergency.You can
use anything to house your kit, depending on the amount of items you pack and how many
people and pets are in your household. Large plastic lidded totes work well. You might need a
few of these, depending on your situation and how comprehensive you make your kit.Now let’s
take a look at what you should pack in your family preparedness kit.WaterWater is one of the
most important items you should pack in your kit. But how much is enough? The recommended
amount of water for drinking and sanitation is at least 1 gallon of water per person per day for 3
days. So for a family of 4, for example, you’d need a minimum of 12 gallons. Children, nursing
mothers, and those suffering some kind of physical illness might need extra, and more could
be required for medical emergencies, so pack a few additional gallons.To be sure you have the
safest water in your preparedness kit, use commercially bottled water. Keep it in its original
container, and don’t open it until necessary. Store the water in a cool, dark place (this might be
with your kit or separate from it) until 2 weeks before its expiration date and then rotate it out
with a fresh supply.We’re not done with your water concerns yet. In addition to packing
commercially bottled water, you might also consider including supplies so you can treat your
own water later if need be. For example, you might find yourself in a situation where your
home’s water supply has been contaminated and you’ve used all your bottled water. In that
case, you’ll have to treat your own water, which is easy to do, but you need to prepare for it.In
your preparedness kit, include containers in which to treat your water. Two-liter plastic soft
drink bottles work well. Don’t use any containers that have stored milk or fruit juice, though.
The organic sugars in those liquids can grow bacteria very easily and make the containers
quite hard to clean. Don’t use glass either. Glass containers are cumbersome and can break or
chip, especially in a disaster.MAKE MINE A DIET, PLEASERepurposing diet soda bottles is
better than using bottles that held regular soda. The sugar from regular soda is harder to clean
from the bottles.Before packing them, clean and sanitize your containers with dish soap and
water and rinse off all the soap. Add a solution of 1 teaspoon unscented liquid chlorine bleach
to 1 quart water, and swish it around thoroughly so the solution touches every part of the bottle.
Pour out the solution, and rinse the bottle with clean water. Treat the original bottle caps with
the same solution, top the bottles, and pack them in your kit until you’re ready to fill them.Be
sure to pack some unscented chlorine bleach and an eyedropper in your preparedness kit, too.
You’ll need them to treat the contaminated water.To treat water from a well, or water that’s been
contaminated in some way as a result of the natural disaster or hazard, add 2 drops unscented
chlorine bleach to a soda bottle of water (or 8 drops per 1 gallon) in a sanitized bottle, and let it
stand for 30 minutes before using. You should be able to notice a slight chlorine smell in the
water. If not, add another 2 drops of bleach and let it sit for at least 15 more minutes.If your tap
water is commercially treated with chlorine by your utility company, further treatment is
unnecessary unless you’re told differently, with reports of broken water or sewage lines.If you
don’t want to use bleach to treat your water, you can use chlorine tablets or water purification
tablets instead. You can find these at most sporting goods stores. Any water that has not been
commercially treated should be replaced every 6 months. If your supplies run low, don’t ration.
Drink what you need now and find more later. You can minimize your need for water by being
less active and staying cool.Food
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motorheart, “Uber Driver Authors Book. My uber driver is a published author. When I got home,
I ordered her book from Amazon. The information in this book is fascinating. I have outfitted my
basement and now I'm more prepared for the next Oklahoma tornado.”

James E. Lane, “A must have for every house.. After going thru the tornado in May 2011 in
Joplin, Mo. I did lose my house, car along with everything in the house. Not being the only one
that did. We were blessed that we didn't lose any loved ones. Mostly because we did know
what to do in an emergency. Do you think you are prepared? Found out that allot of people
were not as we spent our time helping others.These true stories are amazing and heart
grabbing. Love your family? Then show them how much by teaching them to be ready.Sitting
here reading this about emergency preparedness. Everybody should read this that wants to be
ready and prepared for any emergency.Easy to read with great easy to follow stories and
examples. Since I am prepared for emergencies it's easy to see this book should be read well
before an emergency exists.A MUST READ FOR EVERYBODY, GET A COPY NOW! TIP,
every REALTOR needs to get this as a house warming gift, hint, hint...The authors obviously
did great research and investigation before writing this book.”

Kim Fuller, “A Must Book for every family and business. Rod Brouhard and Crystal Kline
couldn't have written a book at a more opportune time. When ice and snow close down the
city of Atlanta for over 24 hours and the polar vortex pushes down on almost the whole United
States for a good portion of the month of January, people need to reassess what their most
likely disaster is and what they need to do to be prepared.Rod and Crystal use real life stories
along with check lists to help individuals get ready for a disaster.Keeping in mind that a
"disaster" might be a power outage or a chemical spill and not the large scale hurricane or
tornado.Disaster Preparedness: A Living Free Guide is a must read this winter so that you can
take care of yourself, your family or your business when crisis strikes.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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